after folding determines completeness of this type of thick Miura-oir.
Geometric relationships, compatibility and Poisson's ratio of OCSs
The 4-crease origami pattern studied in this paper has single DOF. With zero-thickness models, four fold lines of the OCSs meet at one vertex, acting as revolute joints to make the origami act as spherical linkages (Fig. S3 ). According to spherical trigonometry 1 , Geometric relationships between the line angles and dihedral angles can be described as: 
For Miura-ori pattern, line angles i  are either equal or supplementary to each other, that is:
Where 1  and 2  are the 2 constant parameters of OCSs. By substituting equations (S4-S5) into S3, dihedral angles have the relations:
Note that dihedral angles are defined in the constraint 0 f    , so we have 
Because of 1  and 2  ,  and  change alternately along the circumferential direction, while the dihedral angles  keeps constant, as can be seen in Fig. 3a and 3b 
Expressing all the variables in terms of  , equations (5-6) are obtained. To maintain geometric compatibility, the shortest length of all the quadrilateral sides in OCSs should be positive (see Figs. 2c and 3c), which requrires:
Together with the constraint In OCSs, the coupling of isometric deformation in axial and circumferential directions can be 
Circumferential strain   is verified by the expression of strain in the cylindrical polar
In Eq. (S11), r u , u  are radial and circumferential displacement, respectively.
Mechanics of OCS: rigid folding/unfolding
Analytical expressions of both the radial and axial balanced force are obtained with the method of minimum potential energy (equation (10) 
For the axial force, the positive direction is defined in the compressive/folding direction, so the displacement:
For the radial force, the positive direction is also defined in the compressive direction, but note that a compressive load leads an unfolding process in this condition. Simple supported boundary condition is applied on the endpoints of 1 R , so the radial displacement:
where H is the rise of the shell structure (Fig. 3b ), which can be described as:
Note Equations (5) and (6): 
Finally we obtain the non-dimensional radial force: 
(S19) Figure S5d shows the predicted r 
